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uCheck Statement of Fair Processing
uCheck Limited (“uCheck”) works closely with the Disclosure and Barring Service (“DBS”), Disclosure Scotland (“DS”) and
Credit Agencies to provide online vetting and screening systems that allow you to complete applications online.
Whenever you visit and use our website, use our systems or provide us with personal data, this statement of fair
processing will apply to how we process the personal data. If you do not agree with how we process personal data, we
suggest that you stop using our website and/or systems immediately.
All personal data provided will be treated with the strictest of confidence and in accordance with the Data Protection
Act 2018 and the UK GDPR.
uCheck has legal obligations when processing personal data as follows:
• We will hold personal data on our systems for as long as needed to complete any services we are providing and
in accordance with our data retention policy.
• We will ensure that all personal data supplied is held securely, in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018
and the UK GDPR.
• We will provide a safe and secure experience for users of our service.
• We will ensure that the data submitted to us remains private.

Fair Processing Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We will only hold the personal data on our systems for as long as needed to meet the service requested.
Personal data is only processed where we have identified a lawful basis as set out in our privacy policy.
We will only collect and process personal data that is required for our services.
Access to the personal data is restricted to the recipients detailed within the appropriate privacy policy and
based on the type of check or product selected. This may include; authorised uCheck representatives,
authorised client users, the DBS, DS, Credit Agencies and an external validation provider where required.
Vetting and screening results are based on the personal data supplied to us. The data supplied must be accurate
and up to date.
We are not responsible for the accuracy of results provided by third parties.
Personal data is protected from unauthorised or accidental disclosure at uCheck.
Procedures are in place for dealing promptly with any dispute.

Any personal data provided will be held securely, with access restricted to named individuals who require access as part
of their normal duties. Security measures have been developed in accordance with ISO 27001 requirements.
Electronic processing and the communication of personal data is submitted to and from the DBS and DS via a secure
government pathway. All information sent to applicable third parties is encrypted whilst in transit.
Personal data will not be shared with any other third parties outside of the purposes set out in our privacy policy (except
where required by law). To read our privacy policy, please refer to our website: https://www.ucheck.co.uk

Signed by:

Date:
09.08.2021

Amy Squires (Group Head of Quality and Compliance)
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